Dear Friends,  

We are asking for your support of Our Chalet as we invest in the young women who are growing as citizens of the world. During the past year, two seminars have set the stage for international exchange experience for dozens of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts.

The Helen Storrow Seminar has been offering leadership development opportunities for young women since 1986. Named for Helen Osborne Storrow, the American philanthropist whose donations made the establishment of Our Chalet possible, this seminar is held at Our Chalet in Adelboden Switzerland. It focuses on environmental issues of today and explores ways to raise awareness and use practical skills to create change. It’s a chance to make a real difference to an environmental issue that affects your community, and to go on a journey with other young people to form a network of global change agents.

The Friends of Our Chalet USA committee is thrilled to report the great success of the 2019 Juliette Low Seminar hub at Our Chalet. Young women representing thirty-four countries learned to Lead Out Loud, shared adventures, and made lasting global friendships. What a difference this seminar has made in each of their lives!

The costs of these events were largely underwritten by monies granted to Our Chalet by the World Foundation. The Friends of Our Chalet USA is excited and inspired by the impact your contributions have made. Thank you, donors and committee members! What a difference you have helped us make!

Although programs at Our Chalet have been affected by the COVID-19 shutdowns, we know that you will want to continue your dedicated support to help the facility be in the best possible position when operations resume. We can then provide increased scholarships and travel grants for those waiting to experience everything a world center has to offer for girls and young women.

Gifts may be made to support Our Chalet projects, and travel and participant scholarships by either:

- sending a check to: World Foundation for Girl Guides and Girl Scouts, Inc., PO Box 6457 – Dept. 276, Indianapolis, IN 46206. Make sure to include that your gift is with an interest in Our Chalet as well as the name of the Friend who sent you this letter.
- Visiting our website www.worldfoundationgggs.org and making a gift through PayPal

If you’d like to receive the annual Chalet Chatter newsletter, please make sure we have your email address.

With gratitude,

Kathy LaValley and Emily White  
Co-Chairs, Our Chalet

Barbara Grant Schliebe  
President, World Foundation for Girl Guides and Girl Scouts, Inc.